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1. OVERVIEW
I am working at the intersection of artificial intelligence and economics, especially in
regard to the alignment of incentives in multiagent systems. My research is concerned
with the system designer’s problem of carefully crafting the “rules of the game” (mech-
anism) so that agents are incentivized to act in a way that is optimal from the system’s
perspective. A key challenge that I address in my work is that of incentivizing agents
to collect information from their environments, and report it truthfully to the sys-
tem. Without a proper mechanism, selfish agents can be better off misreporting their
private information or not investing the effort required in collecting information in
the first place. Information elicitation mechanisms are payment schemes that address
these challenges.

Proper scoring rules [e. g., Brier 1950; Good 1952; Gneiting and Raftery 2007] and
prediction markets [e. g., Wolfers and Zitzewitz 2004; Pennock and Sami 2007; Chen
and Pennock 2010] are mechanisms that truthfully elicit the agents’ private proba-
bilistic beliefs when ground truth is eventually revealed. Consider eliciting forecasts
about the likelihood that there will be a lethal confrontation between China’s military
and the military of another country before June 1st, 2015. Eventually, it will be pub-
licly known whether this event materialized, and this can then be used to score the
agents’ previously elicited probabilistic predictions.

But what if one needs to elicit information where no ground truth is ever revealed?
As an example, consider a public health program that requires participants to report
whether they have ever used illegal drugs, and where participants may lie about their
drug abuse because of shame or concerns about not being eligible for the program.
Whether or not participants have used illegal drugs is private information that is
never revealed, and the participants’ reports can thus not be verified. The classical
peer prediction method [Miller et al. 2005] provides an approach to these settings. It
compares the reported information of a participant with the reported information of
another participant, and computes a payment rule that implements truth revelation
in a strategic equilibrium. If the participants’ prior beliefs are such that every parti-
cipant always believes that her true answer or experience is also the most likely for
others, simply paying participants a reward upon agreement (and nothing otherwise)
is sufficient. However, the most interesting peer prediction settings are those where
participants may believe that their true answer or experience is uncommon. For exam-
ple, somebody who has used illegal drugs may still believe that the majority of people
have not. What is required for incentive alignment in peer prediction is that there is
a positive correlation between an individual’s own experience and the experiences of
others. For example, a participant may believe that another participant’s possibility of
having used illegal drugs is 40% if she herself has used drugs and 20% if she has not.

The major shortcoming of the classical peer prediction method with regard to practi-
cal applications is that it relies on too much common knowledge. In particular, the par-
ticipants’ prior beliefs are assumed to be known and the same for all participants. In
the public health example, this would mean that every participant using drugs has the
same belief that 40% of participants use drugs, and every participant not using drugs
has the same belief that 20% do. Moreover, these numbers also need to be known by
the mechanism to compute the payment rule. In my dissertation [Witkowski 2014], I
relax the common knowledge assumptions of the classical peer prediction method, and
design peer prediction mechanisms that do not require knowledge of the participants’
prior beliefs. I refer to this property as robustness [Bergemann and Morris 2005].



2. PAST RESEARCH: DISSERTATION
2.1. The Robust Bayesian Truth Serum
The Bayesian Truth Serum (BTS) [Prelec 2004] is a peer prediction mechanism that
does not assume knowledge of the agents’ prior beliefs. It asks for two reports: a report
about the information itself (the opinion, rating, or experience, which I henceforth
refer to as signal) and a prediction report corresponding to the agent’s belief about the
distribution of signals in the population. In the drug example this would mean that
each participant, in addition to reporting whether she has used illegal drugs, would
also have to report her probabilistic belief that another, randomly-chosen participant
is a drug user. The mechanism’s major drawback is that it is truthful only for a large
number of participants, where this number depends on the agents’ prior beliefs and is
thus unknown to the mechanism.

I design a Robust Bayesian Truth Serum (RBTS) [Witkowski and Parkes 2012a] that
alleviates this problem. As in BTS, RBTS takes a signal and a prediction report, and
does not need to know the participants’ prior beliefs. However, RBTS is truthful for
three or more participants. (For binary signals, I present a version of RBTS that only
requires two participants [Witkowski 2014].) RBTS has a few other advantages, only
two of which I mention here: first, the payments computed by RBTS are bounded for
all reports, and this bound can be set to any value chosen by the designer. Bounded
ex post payments are important in practice because they provide an upper bound on
the designer’s willingness to pay. For example, the designer may want to cap payments
for a single report at $0.50. Second, BTS does not satisfy interim individual ratio-
nality, which means that participants, after learning their signal, sometimes do not
have an incentive to participate in the mechanism. RBTS satisfies the stronger ex post
individual rationality, meaning that no participant makes a negative payment in any
outcome. This is important for crowdsourcing applications, where it is often infeasible
for the mechanism to receive payments from participants.

2.2. Subjective-Prior Peer Prediction
While Bayesian Truth Serum mechanisms do not require knowledge of the agents’
prior beliefs, every agent is still assumed to have the same prior beliefs. Relaxing this
assumption of a common prior, I design truthful peer prediction mechanisms where
every agent is allowed to have her own subjective prior beliefs, i.e. different agents can
hold different beliefs despite having had the same experience [Witkowski and Parkes
2012b]. In the drug example, this would allow for one participant who uses drugs to
believe that 40% of participants do, and for another participant who uses drugs to be-
lieve that 60% do. Obtaining robustness for such differences in beliefs seems important
for practical applications.

In moving from a common knowledge model to unknown and subjective priors, an
important consideration is the amount of additional information that must be elicited
from a participant over and above a signal report. Exploring the perceived trade-
off between the robustness and reporting costs, I design the Empirical Shadowing
Method [Witkowski and Parkes 2013], which allows for subjective priors but requires
only a signal report. This combination is compelling because it provides robustness
against strategic participants with non-standard (and possibly wrong) beliefs, without
requiring truthful participants to deliberate about their beliefs.

2.3. Effort Incentives
Peer prediction mechanisms have traditionally been focused on providing incentives
for truthful reporting. However, in many applications, the information that the de-
signer seeks to elicit first needs to be acquired. When this acquisition of information



requires costly effort, agents can have an incentive to avoid it and choose to guess in-
stead. The classical peer prediction method’s assumption that the mechanism knows
the agents’ prior beliefs allows the method to scale its payments until the expected
informational improvement associated with a signal acquisition outweighs the cost for
effort. In robust peer prediction, however, the agents’ prior beliefs are unknown.

I present an approach to address this challenge [Witkowski et al. 2013]. In allowing
for negative payments and explicitly modeling the participation decision of an agent,
a payment rule can be computed that incentivizes only those agents with good enough
information to participate, invest effort, and report their information truthfully. All
other agents pass. That is, agents self-select according to quality and those partici-
pating agents with high quality also invest effort.

3. CURRENT AND FUTURE RESEARCH
I am currently a postdoctoral fellow in the Good Judgment Project (GJP),1 which is a
research and development project that provides probabilistic forecasts of geopolitical
events to the United States intelligence community.

3.1. Scoring Rules for Non-Verifiable Events
One of the main problems in forecasting geopolitical events is what is called the “rigor-
relevance trade-off” [Ulfelder 2014]. Consider again the example of eliciting forecasts
regarding the likelihood that there will be a lethal confrontation between China’s mili-
tary and the military of another country before June 1st, 2015. While this question will
most likely be resolvable (it is rigorous), the relevant question policy makers actually
care about is if China is getting more aggressive. We are thus developing scoring rules
for non-verifiable events. In a technical sense, these are a combination of proper scor-
ing rules (which elicit probabilistic forecasts) and peer prediction mechanisms (which
provide proper truth-telling incentives despite not being able to use ground truth).

3.2. Incentives for Textual Comments
Textual comments do not fit into the usual scoring framework but are of high impor-
tance to policy makers who not only require a probability for a particular event but
also the reasons for the assessment. Our forecasters are paid using a proper scoring
rule. We intend to score textual comments from comment generators by routing them
to forecasters, and then pay the comment generator a fraction of the forecaster’s score.
Since the comment generator is rewarded based on the forecaster’s score, it is in her
best interest to provide her with a comment that improves her forecast. We believe that
this technique will also be applicable to peer grading in massive-open online courses
(MOOCs), where students grade the assignments of other students, and where the
reasons for a particular grade need to be elicited in addition to the student’s grade.

3.3. Prediction Markets vs Prediction Polls
At this point, the empirical results from GJP’s forecasting tournament are under-
theorized. For example, we see that our prediction polls (proper scoring rule incentives
combined with information aggregation algorithms) outperform our prediction mar-
kets in overall accuracy, but that markets outperform polls on short-term questions.
Similarly, we see that forecasters in polls attempt more questions than forecasters in
markets, but that market participants update their forecasts more often. We will de-
velop game-theoretic models for both strategic environments, which will not only help
us understand the reasons behind these empirical effects but also inform improved
future designs of forecasting mechanisms.

1https://www.goodjudgmentproject.com/about project.html
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